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1. The first session of the Committee on Housing and Physical Plan

ning of the Economic Commission for Africa was held in Addis Ababa from

23 November to 2 December 1964. The meeting was convened by the

Executive Secretary according to para. 259 of the report of the Economic

Commission for Africa on its fifth session (l/CNM4/229/Rev.l).

1. ATTENDANCE AND ORGANIZATION OF THE WORK

2. At the opening session at Africa;Ha-ll, Addis Ababa, Mr. F,A. N'Liba-

N'Guimbdusj Deputy Executive Secretary, delivered a welcome address.

The sext of this address is given in annex I to this report. .

3. The f6l-lowing member; countries were represented at the first-sessions

Algeria, Burundi, Congo (Leopoldville), Dahomey? Ethiopia, Kenya,

Liberia,-iyfaiawi, Plali, Nigeria, Rwanda, Sudan, Uganda, United Arab

Republic, Upper Volta and Zambia.

4< The following associate members were also represented: France,

Mauritius, Rhodesia and United Kingdom. ....

5. Observers from Israel, Sweden, the.USSR and the United States of

America attended the session of the Committee..

6. The following specialized agencies were represented? . International

Labour Organisation, Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, and florid

Health Organisation,
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7. - Representatives of the League of Arab States and of the following

International non-governmental organizations! the International Council

for Building Research Studies and Documentation, the International

Co-operative Alliance and the International Union of Architect©,also

attended in the capacity of observerse

8. The list of participants is given in annex to this report,

9. The following officers were elected unanimously; Mr. Andrew John

Omanga (Kenya) as Chairman, Mr. Moussa Coulibaly (Mali) as first Vice-

chairman, Ato. Naigzy Gebremedhin (Ethiopia) as .second Vice-Chairman

and Mr. Hussein Shaf.ei. (UAR) as rapporteur. .._. . .

10. Before the adoption ox the agenda, xhe Hsad ^f ihs Uganda delega

tion raised the question of the participation of fche representative of

Rhodesia in the work of- the Committee. He proposed that a resolution

be adopted requesting that representative to abstain from attending

subsequent meetings of the Committee.

11. Before a formal vote was taken on the'question, the Committee was

able, in the absence of the representative of Rhodesia, to adopt its

agenda» which is reproduced in annex III of the.present report. Under

the same conditions, the'Committee was able to discuss items 4, 5 and 6

of the agenda. .

12 u In. the afternoon of Friday, 27 November;, the representative of

Rhodesia, having iesumed his seat, the text of the draft resolution was

submitted to the Committees the.resolutions which appears in annex IV

of the present report, was adopted unanimously? with one abstention.

In implementation of the resolution, the Chairman asked the representa

tive of' Rhodesia to'leave. - The latter having refused, the -^ther delega

tions withdrew. Tne Chairman was' therefore compelled to note tha-t it ■

was.impossible to continue the work of the Committee,

13. Consequently, the secretariat'took it upon itself to present a

summary report dealing with the discussions that-the Committee had had

before ..dispersing.:. The report in .question appears in-anneiz V to the _
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present report 5 p:-ne:: VI gives a list of the working documents submit

ted to the Committee by the secretariat,

14. At the invitation of the Executive Secretary of ECA and the

President of the Haile Selassie I University, the Committee opened,

at the end of its first meeting, the exhibition "Housing in Africa,

19647 arranged by the secretariat in collaboration with the Ethio-

Swedish Institute of Building Technology (Addis Ababa), the Secretariat

des missions d'urbanisme et d'habitat (Paris) and numerous member
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ANNEX I

TEXT OF THE OPENING ADDRESS BY

Mr- F.A. U'LIBA N'GUIMBOUS, DEPUTY EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

OP THE ECONOMIC. COMMISSION FOR AFRICA

Ladies and Gentlemen, -

At the opening of the first session of the Standing Committee on

Housing and Physical Planning of the Economic Commission for Africa,

I have the honour and at the same time the great pleasure to welcome

you and wish you every success in your work, on behalf of the Executive

Secretary, Mr. Robert Gardiner, whose duties are keeping him, to his

regret, away from Addis Ababa, and on behalf of the whole secretariat.

Ladies and Gentlemen, I should not venture to tell you what the

housing situation is in our continent. You know as I do, you know,

better than I do, that it is characterized, quantitatively and qualita

tively, by. absolute inadequacy. Dwellings that are too small, over

crowded,., insanitary, not equipped with basic facilities, obsolete

dwellings:, -badly designed dwellings,, dwellings built of corrugated

iron and of planks, in a word dwellings that do not deserve the namej

that, in the main, is the substance of ovr housing stock. This, by the

way,.. ..is only part of ovx concern, since the situation, despite our

efforts;, is tending to deteriorate still further. Since demographic

pressure oftep.,- and. the rural .exodus always, daily create new needs

that are all,the more formidable as housing .is only one of the items

in the ^interminable catalogue of our needs;, interminable above all if

we .compare it- with the scant catalogue of our resources, whether they

be .collective resources (everything, or almost everything, has to be

done by our States) or the resources of our fellow citizens, who are

migrating more and more to the towns, but who, alas, do not become'town-

dwellers in the full sense3 because the town which attracts them does

not always or does not yet offer them the employment that they came to

seek and that would contribute towards creating the conditions that

would allow them to enjoy decent housing conditions. ■.:■.■.=
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It seems to me however. Ladies and Gentlemen, that this situation

gives us at least one reason for optimism. It is true that our

responsibilities are immense, but since the entire task lies before

us, we are freer. We do not have to consider what already exists,

because it is nothing beside what must be % we have to build the new

Africa, we have to design the new city and it is the sign of our liberty

that this new Africa, this new city will be what we can make it. We

have all the task before us and that is what gives us this rare oppor

tunity, this historic opportunity of being able to decide on almost

everything, if not everything.

The old countries, when they begin physical planning* a major

discipline by the same token as economic planning and social develop

ment, a major discipline that is the true framework of housing policy,

the old countries, I repeat, are prisoners of their own structures,

are tied to a heritage of stone. Africa, from this point of view, is

virgin land. We know that the road of its progress passes physically

through the modernization cf agriculture* industrialization, the develop

ment of transport, and the construction of schools and universities.

'This will not be done at the whim of the laws of the market, it will be

the fruit of planning. The large and small towns that will be, and

that in some cases are beginning to be, the poles of our development,

will not grow up haphazard $ the geography of the new Africa will be a

planned geography, a "voluntary geography", as the Four Year Flan of

our friends in Senegal has it 5 the human settlements that will give

Africa its new countenance will be the settlements that we have decided

to create. But these decisions necessitate disciplined thinking now.

In opening this meeting of housing specialists, I should merely like,

with your permission, to suggest a certain number of themes for this

necessary reflection.

I have repeated like so many others, your Governments are aware

of it because you are meeting here for ten days, that our housing needs

are immense, so immense that we know in advance that we shall not be
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■ able to satisfy them all, in view of this first fact,, there is the

easy way out' which is to go forward, to open up sites, to bring stone

for the building, a false conception of "concrete" action*1

But, and this is a fundamental question, what "building? Builders know

better.than anybody else that, before laying the stone, even the very

first stone, it- is necessary to make a plan of the building. Among all

the needs, a choice must be made to satisfy certain needs,, and the

satisfaction of others must be deferred -until later. To determine which

.needs are to be satisfied first, they must ail be known. One must know

what are the means.at one's disposal. One must know the situation and

dominate it, one musx fix a target, one must determine the stages by

which it is proposed,to achieve this target, in short, a policy is

needed.

When confronted with the logic of immense needs, even the most

irreducible of them, and of scant resources, this policy first compels

us to seek the answer- to two serious quest-ions. Are we-always-making

the best use of the means at our disposal? Do we always know what are

our resources?

The central point in answering the first question is the problem

of prices? do we offer the occupants of the dwellings the best possible

services for the price that'they are paying, in one form or another?

Or, given equal services, is the pries the lowest that can be charged?

These prices are the product of several factorss the building

cost proper, the cost of related community facilities, the cost of the

site, at times the cost of managing existing "buildings. In most of

our countries, each of these costs seems to be capable of reduction.

A land policy better suited to our conditions, a physical planning

policy that prevent' the d^ce't-eive growth' of our capitals, but, by

increasing the number of poles of development and tending to modernize

the country in the true sense at the same time decreases the cost of
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human settlements, a bolder town planning policy that is no longer a

reflection of the unrealized dreams of the metropolitan town planners,

better designed dwellings, built of- materials produced in our countries,

the decision to provide everybody with essential'services rather than

a few privileged persons with conventional dwellings, the establishment

of more efficient housing institutions; there are so many factors' to be

taken into consideration, so many factors that should be the subject

of continued research, whose results, in the immediate future and in

the long view, would allow us to make better use of the resources at

our disposal.

But, would it not be possible to increase these resources them

selves? The major obstacle that we encounter, in implenrenting the

policy decided on, is that of finance. The external resources at our

disposal are limited? could they increase? The reply is not always

for us to give., but perhaps you will allow me to observe here that

foreign aid should, generally speaking, contribute first towards increas

ing our production capacity 5 what is the use of having millions to build

dwellings, if everything, the cement, the reinforcements, the door

frames, the electrical equipment, and the sanitary installations, all

have to be imported? We should rather try to stop the hole in the

barrel, we should rather use foreign aid to make ourselves progressively

more independent. As to domestic financial resources, they are limited,

we well know, but perhaps a little more imagination or boldness would

make it possible to mobilize more of them, whether we think of our

numerous guarantee or pension funds,or of the use when possible, of

non-monetary investment, that is to say, the building of the dwellings

by their future occupants themselves.

There is another factors one of the difficulties that we encounter

in most of our countries is that so-called low-cost dwellings are beyond

the reach of those for whom they are intended, In addition to the

reduction of prices that I have just mentioned, the answer here lies

in developments only economic growth will increase employment possibi

lities in the modern sectors of the economy, only economic growth will
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finally increase the real incomes of our fellow citiaens8

It has often been saids and 1 think that it is true,

that the solution to the housing problem is not merely a question of

construction} it is also, and perhaps first of all, a question of

employment. Doubtless one must beware of regarding housing only as a

by-product of developments often, whether in connexion with setting up

a new factory or creating an agricultural co-operative, housing is one

of the conditions for the success of the enterprise. What I wished to

stress, however, is that the question of housing cannot "be tackled with

any chance of success unless it is placed in the framework of the

development strategy, and that is true at the level of the occupants

of the dwellings as much as that of the State or the plan that decides

on the allocation of resources: if it is desired to increase incomes,

if it is desired, more generally, to ensure growth, one must see to it

that investment is efficients if the share of housing were not geared

to the potentialities and vigour of the national economy, one would

soon come to an impasse, an impasse that often "bears the name of

inflation.

, Permit me further, Ladies and Gentlemen, in closing this admittedly

incomplete.list of the subjects that call for our reflection, to men

tion here a decisive factor, that of vocational training, of teaching

at all levels. Without cadress without skilled workers, the best of

housing policies, the best designed organs are nothing. We can never

devote too much attention to -trainings. we need armies of workers,

skilled in all the building trades, we need.technicians, we need

engineers, we need architects? we.naed physical planners,; we need also

housing administrators trained in this discipline that is often neglected

but fundamental;, because without it the results obtained by decreasing

initial costs might be cancelled out by wastage in bad administration.

We shall also have to think of another form of education, that of the

users of the dwellings, an education that might deal with the use of
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income (could not a greater part of the income be devoted to housing?),

and with the way in which these users occupy the dwellings, how they

, maintain them and how they benefit from them.

I'have presented to you, Ladies and Gentlemen, some reflections

on ways and means of improving the situation. It is only logical that

I should now broach another aspect of the question, namely, what the

United Nations is doing in this direction. At world level, as a result

of the recommendations of a group of experts, a Committee on Housing,

Building and Planning was set up in New York and has already met twice,

at the "beginning of 1963 and at the beginning of 1964^ four African

countries are members, and at least one of you participated in the

second session. As for the Economic Commission for Africa, its Sixth

Session, meeting at Leopoldville at the "beginning of 1963, decided to

set up a Committee on Housing and Physical ..Planning, and it is as a

result of this decision that you are meeting here. Almost two years

ago also, "a Housing, Building and Planning .Section was set up within

the secretariat. What has its contribution been towards solving all

the problems I have mentioned? In the past, meetings had been organized,

and, we must admit, complaints had been made that their results were

confined to producing their reports 5 the fundamental reason for this

was that we had no implementing organ; since January 1963 this has

been changed, we have had a section. What it has done, what it has

tried to. do3 is in part'before you? in part indeed, since?: in addition

to the studies, it has given direct assistance to a number of countries;

these; documents, studies, and reports are the results of this effort

to dominate the situation 5 you have also before you a certain number

of suggestions for the future, My part stops here. It is for you.

Ladies and Gen-tlemen, to examine these documents? it is for you to

formulate recommendations for the future work programme of the Commis

sion in this field, it is for you to benefit from them and to draw

inspiration from them for your daily work in the service of your States.

I wish you in your work the success that it deserves and that is called

for by. the gravity of the situation.

Thank you.
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LIST OP PARTICIPANTS - LISTE DES PARTICIPANTS*

1. Member countries/Fays membres

algeria/alogrie

Fl. Eocine EL uENZ Sous-directeur, Linistere des affaires
sociules

l: Hassen aEILlEBSBI Inspecteur de l'urbanisme et de I1 habitat,
Minister© de la reconstruction, des travaux

publics et des transports

H Ro^>er L,Jli LLE ' Charge d'etudes au Ministere de la recon
struction, des travaux publics et des

transports

BURUHSI

M. Jean SjJill^NGA Chef de cabinet, rdnistere des.travaux

publics

H. Camille L. de TKIOU Ingenieur en chef, Ministere des travaux

publics

REPUBLICS sriI.OCHATlL.Ll-: DU CONGO

M. Edmond n IT.'iiHvlKGF, Chef de cabinet, Idnistere des Affaires
sociales

jru L^on jvffiUY Infcenieur en photogrammetrie, tiinistere

dee; travaux publics

Id. Mputu IIUia^A Sirecteur, Kinistere des affaires sociales

M FTIiuL. Cnef de cabinet adjoint, liinistere des

travaux publics

i;o Jean-Marie THTbSllT Architecte-technicien, Office des cites
africaines

SAHOMKY

M Gilles AL-LDJRODO Ingenieur des travaux publics, Chef de
I1arrondissement de l'urbanisme et de

I1habitat

* Ordre de presentation,
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ETHIOPIA

Mr.Baigsy G" 3Pj"2nDHI

Mr. Abdul-Samed

Mr. Salman EEAV

.Mr.,Worede (J, I^RF YOfL HKE3

Hr. Johun Bernhard LIII&JIL

■Mr. Michael TEDEOS

HAUTE VOLTA - ■

II, Eone ADjiMA

KEMYA

Mr. Andrew John

Mr. Ck.G. ^R

Mr. John Ho Bj-JCER

Mr. Sidney Charles LGCK

Mr. John Peter liBO'GfUA

Mr. Aaron B. 1-iIlTON"

TL.LAFI

Mr. Jermy Timothy KUfoBVEZA

Lr. P. K0RRI8 DYSCK

, Eth-io-Swedish Institute of

Building Technology

Lecturer* SSIBT

Architect

Head of Information and Documentation

;■ Department, ESIBT

■Architect, PISIST

Architect

Direction du cadastre, de I1urbaniEme

et de l'habitet -

Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Health

and Housing

Assistant Minister3 Health and Bousing

Chief Architect j Ministry'''Of—Works ,

Coraniunications and Power

Town llanning Adviser; Ministry of Land:

and Settlements

Directorv Social Services and Housing,

Nairobi City Council

Architect, Department of I-ublic Works

and Utilities

Parliamentary Secretary; .Ministry of

Development and Sousing

Chief Executive Officer, Malawi Housing

Corporation
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KALI

M. Moussa COULIBALT

M. Samba SO?J

M. Richard H. SLATER

NIGERIA .

Mr. Augustine A. EGBOR

Mr. Josiah Bayode AJE

Mr. John Seyton Kofi

KACGPJ^GOR

Mr. Andrew Poko MADUKU

Mr. Isaac Co UGt.'U

RWANDA

M. Andre KATaBARWA

to; Pierre FRaNCK

SUDAK

Mr. Sal ah el-Din Ahmed,

Mr, Hamid ABDALLaH

UGANDA

M. S.K. KjlTAMA

Mr. Alfred Frederick LUBA

Mr. Michael E. MORGAN

Directeur general de la Societe

'd'Equipement du Mali

Conseiller technique, I-iinistere des

travaux publics

US/aID Housing Advisor

Assistant Director (Buildings) Federal
Ministry of Works and Surveys? Lagos

Architect, Ministry of T?orks?. Kaduna

Chief Architect3 Lagos Executive

Development Board

Aating Principal Town Planning Officer,

Ministry of Lands and Housing, Benin

City

Architect, Eastern Nigeria Housing

Corporation,''Port EafcourtT

Secretaire general. Ministers des travaux

publics

Architecte

Chief town planner, Ministry of Local

Government

Senior architect, Iiinistry of Local

Government

Superintendent Engineering Assistant,

Ministry of Lousing and Labour

City Engineer1 :and Surveyor, Kampala City

Council

Chief Planner, Department of Town and

Regional Planning,'Ministry of Regional

Administrations

Mr. Jamejs. Ilbuzi..N. ZIKUSOKA ■■■ Town 'Engineer, Jinja Municipal Council
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UNITES ARAB REPUBLIC

Mr. Hussein SEaFEI

Mr. Gamal El-Din PAHIH

Mr. Youssef Sabry AFIPI

ZAMBIA

Mr. Jonathan P.S. MUBA1TOA

Mr. Victor Nigel GODFREY

Mr. William Desmond HURT

Mr. Louis James VINCEKT

2. Associate members/membres

FRANCE

M. Hu^ues de FRaTSSEIX

M. M. COURTIER

M. R. ESTABLIE

M. Andre REMILLON

M. L. SCHEMAN3XT

M. Max STERN

MAURITIUS

Mr. John Patrick Joseph

BROWNE

RHODESIA

Mr. H.S. aEBTOR

Under-Secretary of State, Kinistry of

Housing1 and Public Utilities

General Director to Nasr City Society

Housing Economist, General Directorate

for Rural Construction* Ministry of

Housing and Public Uitlities

Mayor of Kitwe

Assistant Secretary, Ministry of Housing

and Social Development

Chartered Town Planner, Regional Research

Office, Ministry of Lands and Works

Manager3 African Housing Board

associes

Inspecteur general, Ministere de la cons

truction ? Paris

Secretariat des missions d'urbanisme et

d1habitat (SMUE)

Conseiller d'ambassade, Ambassade de

France, Addis-Abeba ■-■- ■■

Ingenieur en chef, CEBTP — Cooperation

Inspecteur, Caisse centrale de cooperation

economique (CCCE)

President-Directeur general, Bureau d'etude

et de realisations urbaines (BERU)

Controller, Central Housing Authority

Special Projects Officer, Town Planning

Department, Kinistry of Local Government

and Housing
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UNITED KINGDOM

Mr. W.M. 1:00DHOUSE Head, Tropical Division, Building

Research Station and Adviser, Ministry

of Overseas Development

3, Observers from HE Member Governments not members of the Economic

Commission for Africa-Observateurs de pays membres des Nations Unies

mais non membres de la Commission Economise pour l'Afrique

ISRAEL

Mr. Aryeh LMVIN First Secretary Israel E'mbcissyj Addis Ababa

Prof. H. PiVELL Architecture and Town Planning Department,

Haile Selassie I University, Addis Ababa

SUEDE . ■»■-...

M. P. KETTIS Charge d'affaires;, Ambassade de Suede,

Addis-Abeba ■■ ■ '■■■'■ '

URSS

K. Alexandre..ABPjJ.'iOY..:. Conseiller d'ambascade, Ambassade-■de l'UESS,

Addis-Abeba

M. G,F. TAKj.SOV Attache, Ambassade de l'URbS. Addis-Abeba

USA .

Mr. James A. MOOEB Assistant Administrator, housing and Home

'.." ■ ■ Finance Agency (HHPi/jj Office of Internatio-

" .■ ■. ■ ' ■ •. .■ ' nal .'Housing

Mr. Richard C. hlilGHT Chief, housing Division, Bureau for Africa,

Agency for International Development

Mr. J. David he VOY US/aID, Housing advisor

Mr. Thomas BPaiDLEY Adviser to State Department

4. Specialized Agencies/institutions specialises

ILO/OIT ■■ .

M. Jean R/TtUUD Directeur, Bureau de l'OIT, Addis-Abeba

M. Marvin a. 3CHLAPF Bureau de l'CIT, Addis-Abeba
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FAQ

Mr. Risto EkLUKD

Miss Blsa Ea

UNESCO

M'.' Rene OCH3

IJHO/OMS

Dr. Arthur E. BRQ'ffi"

M. Pierre H. PaSCAL

M. S. Qamar MOTH:.

FAO Region?.! Forestry Officer for East

Africa, iiddis A"ba*ba

Home Economics Officer, FAO, Rome

Represent tsnt de" 1'UHKSCO- aupres de la CEA

IffiO Representative, Addis A"baba

Sanitary £i:giiieerj Addi^ Atata

Sanitary Engineer, Addis A"baTaa

5• Inter-Governmental Organizations/Organisations non ^ouyer^emgntales

League of Ara"b States

Mr. Atde-1 Aziz R/LCHED Second secretary, League of Arab States

°"» Non Governmental Organiaations/Or^anisatioriS non ^ouverneaentales

_CIB (Conseil international du 'beUimenc pou.v la recherche st la

etc cuiiient o t i on)

Mr. Kaigzy GEEBEMOiDHIN

Mr. W..M. WOODHOUSE"

Principal, j^thiu-Bvrelish Institute t;X'

Technology

Eeads Tropical Division, Building

Station and Advisor, Ministry of Overseas

Development

_ICA (international Cooperative Alliance)

Mr. Byron L- u'OHNbON Coordinator, Cooperative Housing

UIA (international Union of Architects)

Prof. Alexander POTTSR Head, Department of Architecture,

University of Khartoum
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7* UN Headquarters Secretariat/Secretariat du Siege des Nations Unies

Mr. 0. rau&.SIVGHE Chief, Planning and Urbanization Section,

Housing, Building and Planning Branch,

Bureau of Social Affairs

8. ECA Secretariat/Secretariat de la CEA

Mr. A. TURIN Chief, Housing, Building and Planning

Section/ Chef de la section de I1habitat,
du batiment et de I1amenagement

Mr. Sebhat HABLE-SELASSIE Structural engineer

Mr. C.S. Ul-ffi^DI Physical planner

Regional advisers/Conseillers regionaux

Mr. Art CAREEY Aided Self-Help Housing

M. P.A. EMERY Conseiller regional, architecture et

urbanisme

M. Marc MERFIN Conseiller regional, politiques de

1'habitat

Consultant

Prof. L.M. GIERTZ Research, Documentation and Training

Special Adviser to the Executive Secretary

Prof. Otto KOEKIGSEERGEER Head, Department of Tropical Studies,

Architectural Association School of

Archi tecture s London
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AMEX III

Agenda

1. Opening addresses

2. Election of officers

3- Adoption of the agenda

4. Technical and economic aspects

(a) Pilot enquiry on house-building costs

(b) Survey on the economics of grouped housing in Africa

(c) The "building materials industry in Africa 1

present structure and future growth

5. Programme and policy

(a) Housing policies in development planning

(b) Survey on housing needs

(c) The financing cf housing and related community facilities

6. Physical planning^

Report cf the workshop on the role of physical planning

and urbanization policies in development, Accra, 28 September -

5 October 1964.

7. Housing and building research and documentation;

(a) Exhibition "Housing in Africa, 1964"

(b; Progress report on the development of national and

regional centres for housing and building research

and documentation and training (oral report)

8. General discussion

9- Progress report on the activities of the housing,building

and planning section

10. Progress report on pilot projects in the field of housing

building and planning

11. Co-operation with other United Nations bodies, specialized,

agencies and international non-governmental organizationB

12. Work programme of ECA in the field of housing, building and planning

13* Any other business

14* Date and place of the next meeting

15» Adoption of the report to the 'Jth. session of ECA

64-4648
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PARTICIPATION IN NESTINGS OP THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON

HOUSING AND PHYSICAL PLANNING OF RLPRaSSNTATIVES

FROM RHODESIA

Resolution adopted by the Standing Committee

Mindful of paragraph 7 of the revised terms of reference, and the

rules of procedure of the Economic Commission for Africa,

Considering that the representative from Rhodesia is sent by a

minority Government totally unacceptable to the African States,

Convinced that the presence of the minority Government's representative

is not conducive to the Committee working in a happy atmosphere.

Deeming that this representative's presence is against the interests

of the members of the Committee, for whose future progress the present

deliberations are intended,

1• Requests the Chairman to ask the representative from Rhodesia

to withdraw forthwith and not to take part in any of the subsequent

Committee meetings $

2. Requests the delegates present to urge their respective

governments to take the necessary measures to deprive Rhodesia of its

associate membership of the Economic Commission for Africa.

64-4648
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ACCOUNT OF .THE1 PRCC3EDBTGS

Pilot enquiry intohousebuilding oos^a ■ ■ ■

1. ■ The discussion on the secretariat paper HCU/WP/5 pointed to' a wide

range of agreement as to the techniques and methods of reducing house

building costs, ■ ■ ' ■" " ■'■"■ ■

2. Emphasis was directed to the major components of co^stj namely

materials and labour. In so far ao the materials component of post is

concerned; it tt?s agreed +,he-t there ie scops and latitude, for major.

reductions of cost through more efficient methods of production and supply

of locally available bulk materials on the one hand, and on the other

through the implementation of"''tfs&l 'planned and economically feasible

programmes for the' substitution of imported materials. It was agreed that

the development and expansion of the building materials industries lead to

reductions in the "basic prices of materials, although it was also pointed

out that this had not always been the' case"'in the past'".' Further considera

tion to the problem of the expansion of the' building materials industry was

given under1 item" 4(0) of the agenda. ■"■"' ' "!j ' "'" ' ' "' '"■ " ''

3- 5?he comparatively low level of labour productivity pn building sites

in many African coiintries was noted as one of the reasons accounting, for

wide discrepancies in the actual lovel, of. building cpcts and. In the

relative importance of wages in total costs. There is scope for considerable

improvements in the productivity of building operations through the apprecia

tion of the- complex" problems involving'labour'relations, such as welfare and

incentives, and./through the simplification of construction work, like the

planning of repetitive work, the rationalization of building operations, and

efficient labour training programmes»
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4. Although the notion of productivity is a highly debatable one, the

Committee noted that one of the reasons for the comparatively high cost

of building in a number of African countries was the relative degree of

inefficiency in the building process considered as a whole, i.e. from the

moment when the client decided to build to the point where the finished

product was delivered to the user. This implied giving further consideration

to such problems as specifications, methods of awarding contracts, site

organization, supervision of building operations, cost keeping and settlement

of accounts? etc. It was suggested that in the future programme of work of

ECA, due attention be paid to these problems, in particular to the organiza

tion of building operations. One of the key problems was of course the

training of skilled operatives, supervisory staff, contractors and profes

sional staff. It was decided, however, to resume discussion on this point

under the item of the agenda devoted to the problems of training in general,

5. The application of building by-laws and regulations which were unsuited

to African conditions was also recognized as one of the major factors

affecting the level of housebuilding costs in many African countries. This

applies also to general specifications and codes of practice which often

preclude the use of otherwise suitable local materials or discourage the

introduction of new building materials and techniques. The problem of

"building by-laws and regulations should not be dissociated from that of

; design and planning standards, both of which have a considerable influence

on the cost of dwellings. Several examples were quoted of different quality

standards prescribed for rural and urban areas and, within urban areas? for

different zones and for different categories of the population.

6. The question of the relationship between the initial cost of a dwelling

and the income of the potential occupant was discussed, but it was agreed

to refer its wider implications to the discussion of housing policies and

financing.
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7. The problem of durability of building materials used in the construction

of dwellings and of the economic and technical life of. the dwelling as a whole

was examined* Attention was drawn in particular to the relative advantages

of the use of permanent materials -which although involving a higher initial

expenditure, were more economic in the long. run. because of a longer life

of the structure and lower maintenance cost.

8. The experience of several countries pointed to the fact that although

traditional materials such as mud, straw etc. had proved a relative success

in rural areas, their adoption in urban areas had often led to a rapid

deterioration of the dwellings and to the need for their early replacement

at a high cost for the community. In fact, it was noted that in several

instances, such traditional materials were not even cheaper in terms of

initial cost since they were not readily available in built-up areas and had

to be transported in bulk from the neighbouring countryside. It was also

noted that dwellings built in traditional materials of limited durability

were not looked upon as a safe investment by the occupants and were not

conducive to an interest in better dwellings which is one of the keys to a

progressive housing policy.

9. The attention of the secretariat was drawn to the desirability of

extending further studies on building costs to dwellings in rural and peri-

urban areas. Emphasis was also laid on the importance of maintenance and

repair operations as a means of preserving the existing stock and of

improving obsolete dwellings at a comparatively moderate cost, thus contri

buting to alleviating current housing shortageso

10. The need to agree on a simple set of definitions which could be used

in the collection of cost data was recognized. The work already carried out

by .the secretariat, based as it was on the experience of other regional

economic commirsions, could be used as a "basis for establishing a common

terminology to be adopted by as great a number of African countries' as

possible; ' "■'■■' :- ■ . V: :*■■■■ \ /;.:
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11. It was stressed that the regular collection of cost data, if properly

organized, could "become a matter of routine and that such data could "be

reported periodically to. the secretariat for general distribution to Mer^lxr

countries. This would provide an extremely useful tool to Governments,

with a view to following trends of current "building costs over a period

of time, to bringing out factors likely to affect the elements of such

costs, and to assess the effects of government policies in relation to the

building industries. The hope was expressed that the regular collection of

cost data could eventually lead to the publication of a periodic bulletin

of housebuilding costs in Africa.

Survey on the economics of housing lay-outs in Africa

12. The participants studied the document HOU/WP/7/Rev.l and discussed i ja

main conclusions. In particular, attention was drawn to the fact that aU

the plans and documents analysed were taken either from ECA documentation,

from documents that BCA had obtained directly from their authors, or fron

plans included in the exhibition "Housing in Africa, 1964".

13. It was emphasised that the main purpose of the document was to provide

a frame of reference. Although the standards proposed are based on the

analysis of nearly 200 cases, the conclusions of this study should be

considered as tentative. The desire was expressed that the survey be

extended to cover rural areas and rural housing lay-outs and jhat the

analyses should deal separately with distinct categories of settlements,

which ought to be accurately defined,

14. It would be beneficial for subsequent studies in this field to be based

on a precise terminology; the secretariat was therefore called upon to propose

a draft terminology that would take into account the definitions already

adopted by some African States. It would also be desirable to make the bi io

of the report itself more explicit.

15. Although it had been found necessary in the present study, for the ;>.^Vc

of clarity, to confine attention to the strictly economic and physical

aspects of the problem, some delegates stressed the fact that it was d:,x *: r .1 ? ...
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7. The problem of'durability of building materials used in the construction

of dwellings and of the economic and technical life of.the dwelling as a whole

was examined. Attention was drawn in particular to the,relative'advantages

of the use of permanent materials-which although involving a higher initial

expenditure, were more economic in the long run because of a longer life

of the structure and lower maintenance cost.

.8. The experience of several countri3s pointed to the fact that although

traditional materials such as mud, straw etc. had proved a relative success

in rural areas, their adoption in urba-i areas had often led to a rapid

deterioration of the dwellings and to the need for their early replacement

at a high cost for ;the community. In fact, it was noted that in several

instances, such traditional materials were not even cheaper in terms of

initial cost since they were not readily available in built-up areas and had

to be transported in bulk from the neighbouring countryside,, It was also

noted that dwellings built in traditional materials of limited durability

were not looked upon as a safe investment by the occupants and were not

conducive to an interest in better dwellings which is one of "the keys to a

progressive housing policy* ': - ..: -

9- The attention of th@ secretariat was drawn to the desirability of

extending further studies on building costs to dwellings in rural and peri-

urban areas. Efephasis was also laid on the importance of maintenance and

repair operations as a moans of preserving the existing stock and of

improving obsolete dwellings at a comparatively moderate cost, thus contri

buting to alleviating current housing shortages. ■•■■-•

.10. The need to agree on a simple set of definitions which could be used

in the collection of cost data was recognized. The work already carried out

by the secretariat, based as it was on the experience of other regional

economic commirsions, could be used as a basis for^establishing a common

terminology to be adopted by as great a number of'African countries as

possible,- ■'- ■■ : ..':.■''.:: ..■-■■ . .
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11. It was stressed that the regular collection of cost data, if properly

organized, could become a matter of routine and that such data could be

reported periodically to the secretariat for general distribution to KenbcT

countries. This would provide an extremely useful tool to Governments,

with a view to following trends of current building costs over a period

of time, to bringing out factors likely to affect the elements of such

costs, and to assess the effects of government policies in relation to the

building industries. The hope was expressed that the regular collection of

cost data could eventually lead to the publication of a periodic bulletin

of housebuilding costs in Africa.

Survey on the economics of housing lay-outs m Africa

12. The participants studied the document E0U/¥P/7/Revol and discussed no

main conclusions. In particular, attention was drawn to the fact that ai::.

the plans and documents analysed were taken either from ECA documentation,

from documents that ECA had obtained directly from their authors, or from

plans included in the exhibition "Housing in Africa, 1964"-

13. It was emphasised that the main purpose of the document was to provide

a frame of reference. Although the standards proposed are based on the

analysis of nearly 200 cases, the conclusions of this study should be

considered as tentative. The desire was expressed that the survey be

extended to cover rural areas and rural housing lay-outs and jhat the

analyses should deal separately with distinct categories of settlements,

which ought to be accurately defined.

14. It would be beneficial for subsequent studies in this field to be based

on a precise terminology; the secretariat was therefore called upon tc propose

a draft terminology that would take into account the definitions already

adopted by some African States. It would also be desirable to make the ti':Ie

of the report itself more explicit.

15. Although it had been found necessary in the present study, for the ;:fe

of clarity, to confine attention to the strictly economic and physical

aspects of the problem, some delegates stressed the fact that it was
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25. Attention was drawn to the benefits of sub-regional co-operation in

general and in particular of a certain degree of specialization in industrial

production. There appeared to be considerable scope for a greater exchange

not only of finished products, but also of raw materials which could lead

to larger and therefore more economic plants.

26, Ideally, prices of building materials produced in Africa should be

competitive in world markets. This may not be possible initially because

of high costs of inter-territorial transport, but could be overcome by

mutual trade agreements providing adequate protection for local industries

and promoting an increased flow of inter-territorial commerce.

27, It was agreed that external know-how and capital would remain important

for many years if the building material industries in Africa were to continue

to develop and become viable. An important question that arises from this

situation is the adverse effect of conditions frequently attached to

financial aid which require the receiving countries to purchase supplies

from the donor countries. This sometimes deprives the local industries of

otherwise important opportunities. The Committee also emphasized the

desirability of the separation of financial from technical aid and recommended

that external assistance be preferably channelled through multi-lateral

agencies.

28. It was noted that direct participation of private foreign investors in

the building materials industries in Africa is infrequent? when it does occur

it takes the form of pre-financing by equipment manufacturers. An undesirable

feature of this practice is that the equipment manufacturer may not pay

enough attention to the economic feasibility of the project. It is therefore

advisable for Governments to employ independent agencies for feasibility

studies. The Committee expressed appreciation of the increasing role of ECA

in the harmonization of external financial aid and the co-ordination of

development programmes.
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" ;i 29^ It was'recognized that'the development of the builairig materials

lJ ihdUs'tries would "be accelerated if Governments would issue advance

" statements about their construction programmes. This^buld facilitate long— *

term planning by the industrialists,

... . _... . ...-,.. ^ ^

30. The need for expanding research and experimentation into the utiliza—

"" tion of new and traditional materials was urged. In ■ih'is way'new equipment

could be developed for the production of improved traditional 'or entirely

new materials especially adapted to African conditions.

Housing, policy in^ development planning and, estimation:, of ■housing needs

; 31*- Consideration oi" secretariat dQcument;-H0U/WP/2/Rev,l:.-revealed broad

■ .agreement, on.: the. geceRsity. for a housing polj-cy.as an integralopart of the

,..,.-.. ng,$i©,naj.;deve.lppment plan .which includes, economic .and social;, development as

t ::-we.|3; >a,s physical planning:._-:-- It was emphasized .that this .policy: should be

v- : bas,e&-o_n as-prepise a- knowledge . as.possible-of. the situation and the needs

-:. ar;isi;ftg from; <it^ the knowledge of needs, being.;nece-ssary to allow the strict

^seleption of quantitative and qualitative priorities; without which it

■' ^appeared;,-: imppssible to determine the.stages for; improving the situation.

"''' '32- "■ It 'T^ks generally admitted that the resources'available should be

allocated so as to give priority to the solutions meeting the needs of the

r:-.v greatest number-of people. The opinion'.was eipress©d'JG!n several occasions

; that, in the,;case of shortage,- priority should.>b^^giv<s*iiio providing technical

and social services; to everyone rather than provdJi&ing..conventional housing

-;to..a few, although ^t..;vrf^.iovated out that^ in^'some cases; it- could be

; considered preferable;;,■ftp .furnish housing immediately .on condition that such

..■;./ ;h<?,asi^g. was' strictly economcal,. . ■;.-..■ :-■■- . ■ ■ ■"■; ■■ . ;./■ ■ I-?:- ■■

' ■-: 33V::':'T3ie'±'quels-ti6n of relative priorities of urban and rural housing was

■^'^■■"disoussea!^ * There was general'"agreement that "the problem'was not to choose

between urban housing and rural housing; the order "of priority should depend

on the position of the potential occupants in the economic development process.

Priority should therefore be ^iven to housing these people who already

participated in the modern economy and to those engaged in the transition

from a subsistence economy to a modern economy. In short, housing programmes

should be linked to economic development projects^
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34. The effects of wage-earners being provided with housing by their

employers WQre discussed. There was fairly general agreement that, in

accordance with the recommendations of ILO, this practice should be avoided

as much as possible, but that did not necessarily mean that employers should

be exempt from any financial contribution towards housing their employees.

35• There was general agreement that it would be unreasonable to try and

evolve a housing policy valid for the whole of Africa. Each policy should

in fact correspond to a particular situation and national necessities.

36. With regard to the survey of housing needs, the difficulties of such

an operation at the present stage of statistics development in most African

countries-.were underlined, but it was admitted that approximate estimates

giving a sufficient indication of orders of magnitude as a first stage could

be obtained, in line with the proposals outlined in document HOa/wp/9.

Examples of such surveys were submitted for the attention of the Committee.

The financing of housing and related community facilities

37. Discussion of secretariat document HOU/WP/6 provided the representatives

and observers of non-African countries with the opportunity to present some

information on the nature of their assistance. In certain cases, it seemed

that such assistance should henceforth be directed more towards technical

assistance than towards financial assistance.

38. There was very wide agreement that housing programmes sheaid not depend

on external financial aid. It was stressed that the external aid available

should help to increase the production capacity of receiving countries, for

example in terms of building materials. It was also recalled thatrl'in the

main, building could and should be paid for in national currency. Finally,

it was mentioned that external financial aid was more often than not too

expensive to be used for the financing of low-cost housing.

39. The role cf the state was discussed. It was strongly emphasized that,

in most African countries, the liberal economy stage had been passed and that

housing should therefore tend to be considered as a public service, with the

implications arising from this decision. In particular, it was asserted that
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the task.-of. public authorities was to channel all the resources available,

to ensure .that, they w&re used-with maximum efficiency (for example "by

imposing maximum standards) and to-subsidize low-income housing "by an

adequate rent policy, '. ■ - ■

40, It was pointed "oui that this deciding role of public authorities did

not necessarily imply that the central government should be responsible for

everything? on the contrary* local authorities were often'in a position to

carry out this responsibility,

41. Attention was drawn on several occasions to the necessity for considering

how, in the particular case represented by each country, it would be possible

to establish institutions and machinery which,- on the cfee fcand, would mobilize

savings directed to the financing of nousing? whatever the form-'of the

savings and, on the other hand, would ensure "the most efficient utilization

of these resources,, In -this connexion, particular mention was made of the

possibility of developing .the. co-operative system.

42, With regard to the utilization of available resources, particular

attention was drawn to the problems, of management which concern a period

much longer than the construction time; itself. The necessity to train

housing administrators, who. -would ensure efficient management of the dwelling

stock was therefore emphasized. Some prospects for precise external aid

in this field were mentioned. The importance of the question was such that

it was decided to vevert to it' when the general problems of training had

~been discussed.

The role of phygica! planning and.- urbanization policies in development

43. The Committee" considered the report of the workshop on the role of

physical planning'and urbanization policies in development (e/CN.I4/HOU/5)

and agreed that xne report covered many of the most important aspects of

physical planning^ The Committee endorsed the view of the workshop that

urbanization is a featare of industrial age and as long as the process of

industrialization oontiiuie&^-xiari atist- find a1 way of adjusting himself to

the new -■■ ' ■
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44. "While urbanization cannot be completely stopped, it is possible by

judicious choice of location and settlement centres to slow down the rate

in such a way that it responds to the level of industrialization, the

status of employment opportunities and the availability of housing and other

urban services. The Committee agreed with the following methods of

controlling urbanization recommended by the workshops

(a) measures to improve the living conditions in the rural areas

such as land reform and improvement in the system of land tenure,

irrigation schemes, the provision of basic community facilities

and the location'of small processing industries in the rural

areas5

(b) elaboration and implementation of coherent policies of urbanization

with particular emphasis on the need to foresee and plan for urban

growth and to create new centres for urban employment, the provision

of housing and related community facilities and the creation of

suitable environment for the assimilation of migrant population,

45- The Committee recognized the inter-relationship between physical

planning and economic planning and the necessity for integrating all forms

of planning processes. The role of physical planning should be one of co

ordinating all activities of the various development agencies. To achieve

this, physical planning should be located within the central planning tearc

so that a full integration be achieved within the framework of national

objectives.

46. The workshop expressed the view that physical planning should be

undertaken in three tiers/ namely (a) national,- (b) regional and (c) local.

While it was necessary that the first two tiers should be undertaken

within the framework of economic planning, it was felt that at least in the

beginning,local planning would "be more usefully carried on within the

framework of local government.' The main function of national and regiona]

physical planning should be to provide general guide-lines for economic

locations and local plans.
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47, It was recognized that adequate statistical data for the elaboration

of a physical plan are lacking in almost all countries of Africa and that {

the elaboration of a satisfactory plan may therefore he impossible, Crc/ati.-ur

that it is net possible to obtyin satisfactory statistics overnight, «,

consideration should be given to the development of systems whereby

simplified information on a country by country basis might be obtained along

defined lines-

48, Having recognized the importance"of integrating social, economic and

physical planning, methodological problems were considered and a series of

principles which a planner must bear in mind were enumerated. It was agreed

that the following fundamental requirements must be fulfilled in the process

of drawing up a national physical plans

(a) to study the effects and consequences of the investment strategy?

(b) to elaborate a draft that would ensure the expansion of production

and the gensral improvement of conditions in the region?

(c) to conceive the physical organization of the region within the

framework of a programme of indispensable associated investments

and including the designation of the area allocated to different

uses, both in stort and long-term perspectives^

(d) to achieve the best possible balance within the region and

betweon the regions *

49, It was noted that' physical planning deals with the manipulation and

development of land^ a constant commodity which must accommodate an ever-

increasing number of people. The planning process implies therefore an

element of interference with individual liberty. and should "be based on

the authority of the law, While no general model can be proposed for such

law, some basic principles can be laid down for axrj physical legislation,

namely thatit shculd be clear and simple.
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50. The Committee stressed that technical training was indispensable

especially for people who were to engage in the detailed planning stage,

whereas a broad understanding of the over-all pattern of economic,

social and physical requirements was required by the staff responsible

for regional planning*which covers a wide variety of activities.

Shortage of physical planning staff is a serious handicap to the

implementation of physical planning programmes, and concerted efforts

should be devoted to expand training facilities, among other mean3f throu^

a judicious use of bilateral and multi-lateral assistance and the oo~ope:cktio:

of a number of countries in the establishment of planning schools,.
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. 1, ........

• A» Working papers ■ ■ . . ■

t . :H0U/WB/2/Rev. 1 ... . Housing policy in over-all development planning

HOU/VP/4 The "building materials industry in Africa,
: . , present structure and future growth, part I

HOU/WP/4/Add.l . The "building materials industry in Africa,
: "■'"■-"'-' ■■" ■ ■;--"-*: present structure and future growth, part II

HOU/i:P/4/Add.2 The "building materials industry in Africa,
present structure and future growth, part Ills

summary and conclusions

HOU/WP/5 Pilot enquiry into housebuilding costs

HOU/WP/6 Preliminary remarks on the financing of
housing in Africa

HOU/wp/7/Rev.1/Add,1 Summary of survey on the economics of grouped
housing in Africa

HOU/wp/8 ECA activities in the field of housing,
building and planning

HOU/wp/9 Survey on housing needs

HOU/WP/1O Catalogue of the exhibition "Housing in Africa, I964"

HOIj/WP/12 Progress report on contribution of aided self-
help to housing programmes in Africa

HOU/WP/13 Pilot projects in the field of housing, building
and planning in Africa

HOU/WP/14 Note on the report of the second session of
Committee on housing, building and planning

E/CN.I4/HOU/5 Report of the workshop on the role of physical
planning and urbanization policies in

development
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B. Conference room documents " t

HOU/1/DOC/1 Provisional timetable K

HOU/i/DOC/2 List of available papers -

HOU/i/DOC/3 ■ . . Text of the opening address by Mr. F.A. N'Liba j:
IT'Guimbous, Deputy Executive Secretary ■ '|

■ ■ . .:i. ..1 ,'■
HOU/i/pOC/4 Provisional list of participants

HOU/i/DOC/6 and Add. Draft report"of the Committee on Housing and

Physical Planning on its first session




